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And there’s a hand, my trusty fiere
and gie's a hand o’ thine
And we’ll tak a right gude-willy waught,
for auld lang syne.
Happy New Year Stewart Island! We had one of the most
beautiful Christmas days in memory and many of us
celebrated on slip‟n‟slides and splashing in the tide.
Unfortunately, the lovely High said Bye on New Year‟s Eve
and the bonfire was a nonfire. Never mind, the band played
on at the Pub and revellers had plenty a “cup o kyndnes” and
“right good-will draughts” for auld lane syne.
After much hard work and TLC the slip has been
refurbished at Halfmoon Bay (p2). The rain gods made a slip
of a different kind on Horseshoe Bay Road: the bank across
from the Motorau Moana Gardens gave way on New Year‟s
Eve. SDC is trying to figure out how to rectify the big muddy
problem (p3); for now, road cones have made that section a
one-way road so be careful along there.
We‟ve had many visitors on our waterways this summer:
cruise ships; MAF boarding boats during the Holidays; and the Sea
Shepherd of Whale Wars infamy stopped by Halfmoon Bay. Make sure
you see Rainbow Warrior when she comes here on 22nd January.
After a year and a half, construction at Kath Kain‟s property is finally
complete and Stewart Island boasts brand new accommodation:
Anchorstone consists of three luxury self-contained cabins.
See anchorstone.co.nz for more information or talk to Kath (p10).
I’m...dreaming of a white
Christmas… How about a
white pointer Christmas?
Heath Allen, Richard Cave
and his wife Susana were
tank diving near Fish Rock
just after Boxing Day,
oblivious to the fact that a
massive white pointer was
thrashing around Loosy‟s
boat about 300 meters away.
Loosy is good with eye
measurements (he‟s a

Slip on Horseshoe Bay Road

A dolphin slips between paddlers in Horseshoe Bay.

builder) and he reckons the shark was 3.6 meters long. He told the
dinghy boy to get the divers out of the water but there was no way of
communicating with them. So Loosy stayed well away hoping the
shark would stick near him until the divers surfaced. “Boy I was glad to
see that family out of the water,” he said. Two days later he had
another encounter with a 3-meter white pointer off Acker‟s Point. “It
was taking our fish and breaking our lines, we just had to go home,” he
said. He moved a half kilometre away “but the bloody thing found me
again.” He‟s seen another one near Bench Island and curiously, in all
three cases, Loosy has noted “it always circles the boat
clockwise.” Has anyone else noticed this particular behaviour?
We can ask Kina and Team Shark who will be back here soon.
Pam Turnbull and her daughter Kate had a finer finned
encounter over the holidays: they kayaked amongst a pod of
dolphins for over an hour in Horseshoe Bay (p5).
We two have paddled in the stream,
from morning sun till dine
But seas between us broad have roared
since auld lang syne.

Carolyn Squires has shared some information about the newly refurbished
Slip at Halfmoon Bay

HMB Slipway
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It was a community effort:
Garden Circle
11
Rakiura Maori Land Trust
2
paid for the materials, then Police News
a host of Islanders pitched in Quiz update
6
to strip the old slip and put
SIRCET
5
the new one back together,
Rex, Luke Simeon, and
and much more!
Rastus organised new rails;
Richard, Dale, Seppy, Brett, Greg and HillBillies‘ digger, Arkwright and digger, Andrew Hamilton, Heath,
Andrew Leask, Fluff, Mort, Philip Smith (and his nuts
(Continued on page 2)
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Halfmoon Bay Beat

(SLIPWAY Continued from page 1)

and bolts) etc etc... probably missed quite a few
out but as you can see by the names, lots of enthusiastic Islanders helped.

Another Christmas New year celebration
over. The new year celebration was enjoyed in good spirit with
very few policing problems.

Rakiura Shipping freighted it all over and back
free of charge. Richard Manning and Dick Ryan
were the two from RMLT that got the ball rolling and secured a budget. I painted the graffiti
wall with old paint donated by Helen that she
doesn't know about but will do if you print this;
I also hassled RMLT, Bluff engineering and
anyone else that needed hassling.

Reported Crime:

The wood that was sawn up into blocks to use
on the installation of the frame to the rails was
stolen from my backyard and sawn into pieces
while I was at work one morning. I stopped off
at lunch time, saw all the wood blocks, asked
where they got them from and was told I donated it. Thank you Richard.
Helen told the boys to help themselves to whatever they needed from the workshop which I
think they did, and the drillers left wire rope
and not sure what else to be used in the community, see Squirt about that one. We are just
so happy to have an operational slipway again.
RMLT don't want to be involved in the day to
day running of it and don't want to make it a
big money maker but would rather be seen as
contributing a much needed asset to the Rakiura community.
We intend to make some money and put it back
into the slip. We need a waterblaster and workbench area and maybe a cover but that will all
take time as we can‘t charge lots for just sitting
on the slip with no actual facilities or tools to
use as it is at present. I think Rastus is getting
more rails organised, but talk to Seppy if you
want to know anything else.
—Carolyn

Nil reported crime for December.
There however was one alcohol related vehicle crash that
started the New year off. It was good to note that associates tried to prevent the driver from getting into the vehicle.
I have also spoken to three male visitors to the island who
had caught and were in possession of a dozen undersize
Cod. Their details have been passed to the Ministry of
Fisheries.
Found Property:
Police are currently holding the following items of found property:
 A Dive knife found 19th December on Main Road



A pair of women‘s prescription glasses found Elgin Terrace
28/12/12
 1 x Black Mountain Bike found outside Island Transport
30/12/12
1 x Pair of women‘s prescription glasses and a makeup bag
found Golden Bay wharf 04/01/12
Senior Constable Dale JENKINS

Old Man’s Beard Re-emerges
Just when we thought
we‟d gotten on top of
Old Man‟s Beard
(Clematis vitalba) it‟s
started emerging in new
places on the Island.
One lot was found in
2011 and another in
December last year.
This is an invasive pest
plant that overwhelms
other vegetation so we need to get onto it quickly.
Have you seen it?
What is it?
Old man‟s beard is a vine that has pretty small white flowers, it
has a leaf made up of 5 leaflets and fluffy seed heads that give
the plants its distinctive „bearded‟ look.
What is the problem?
This plant grows quickly and forms large dense masses that
cover shrubs and smaller vegetation. It is spread by small
fragments in garden dumpings and the seeds are spread by wind.
Please call me, Amy Lagerstedt, at Environment Southland if
you find this plant – 03 211 5115.

Santa on moped, Horseshoe Bay.
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Update from Councillor Bruce
The road subsidence opposite Motorau
Moana that has reduced available
sealed road to one lane is well-coned off.
Please give way as per signs. I have
sent photos to SDC staff , who, in turn,
have sought the advice of geo-tech engineers to find appropriate remedies. We
have fared not as badly – so far! – as
other parts of the region, and will have
to take our turn with resources and
funding. However, priority will be pursued!
SIESA electricity research into hydro
prospects will get underway early this
year. This follows the community direction received from the recent questionnaire. Your Community Board has approved that hydro generation is favoured as the preferred option, and
measurements for North Arm resources
are proceeding. Approvals from DoC
are in place to allow this study. Additional work as may be required for wind
and solar energy will also receive attention as supplementary generation if
required.

STEWART ISLAND NEWS
The Seniors Housing Project is being
encouraged by a proactive group keen to
see movement on this project. It‘s great
to have enthusiastic involvement locally
as this endorses the prospect of successful application to funding agencies.
There is a meeting called for 3.00 p.m.
on Saturday 12 January at the Community Hall – hope you‘ve all seen the notices, and by the time you read this, we
should have moved this project forward
another step. If you weren‘t able to be
at the meeting but are interested in this
project, check with Debs or myself on
progress.
I have been busy attempting to source
additional funding for the upgrade of
Port William jetty. The Jetties Committee has asked for plans to be drawn
up and consents completed so that we
will be ready to go as finance is available. Approx. $80k is required for the rebuild.
I have also been pursuing the broadband speed connection (or lack of
speed!). Apparently, considerable variations at peak times throughout the day
have restricted business, and it‘s im-
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portant that you all complain to your
ISP‘s as their pressure is required to get
this service improved. If you want to
check your connection speed, Google
―Internet speed test‖. There are many
test sites that will give you readings.
Check at different times during the day
so as to be able to be precise when talking to your ISP and voicing your concern. Meanwhile, I‘ll continue to pursue this at Council level.
This is only a brief summary of the
work currently underway in our community, and 2013 is already shaping up
to be a busy and challenging year on
many fronts. However, because of
groundwork laid in previous years,
many Council and Community Board
issues are likely to come to fruition during the next 12 months. That‘s what
we‘ll be working towards, and – as always – your input is encouraged, so be
sure to discuss any concerns you have
with a Community Board member.
Wishing you all a happy, healthy and
prosperous New Year.
Bruce Ford
2191-282

The Eastern ‘Town Like Here’
AOTNZ Tour 2013
How to describe this hardworking band with its
“poetic, political and „bare knuckle‟ country influenced songs that sit alongside Springsteen‟s working
class balladry, the rambunctious Pogues, whiskyvoiced Steve Earle, pub rocking Dr Feelgood and Cold
Chisel‟s open-road truths” ?
Playing close to 200 nights a year around New Zealand, Australia and America over the last six years,
The Eastern has made it a point of pride as well as a
way of life to pack up their banjo, fiddle, six string and
double bass and engage with folks wherever the road
has taken them.
The band has toured with and opened for, among others, Fleetwood Mac, Steve
Earle (twice), Old Crow Medicine Show (twice) and Jimmy Barnes. They‟ve
made friends and excited audiences wherever they have played – street corners,
theatre stages, outback pubs and living rooms – treating every show as the best
one yet.
The Eastern‟s next tour is a first with Arts On Tour NZ – leaving behind the
band‟s Lyttelton roots for a six week tour through the highways and byways of
rural New Zealand
“Hope and heart and honesty delivered in a roof raising, heartbreaking floor
shaking manner…”
Monday 18 February
7.30pm
Stewart Island Community Centre
$20 Door sales only

“… it is not just the music that makes this band such an incredible live act.
The songs are great and the musicianship on show is world class, but it is the
connection forged with audiences that is special.”
Live Review
Unpaved Australia
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Stewart Island
Locals, cribbies, & friends
Ball
7.30pm - Good Friday 29th March 2013
Stewart Island Community Centre
That 80’s Band will be playing.
NB: Door sales not permitted, all tickets
must be pre-purchased.
Tasty Supper R.O.A.R Bar available
Tickets on sale now from the South Sea Hotel, Mona Wiig, Jon Spraggon or Vicki Coats
$25 each includes supper and entry to the ball.
Tickets are only available to locals and cribbies until the end of January, as we'd like to keep the ball
as local as possible. If there are tickets left after the end of January, they will go on sale to the general public so get in quick! As the ball is being held on Good Friday a special license is in place,
which means there are strictly NO door sales, so Island time is not an option for this ball! :)
More info at www.singlesball.co.nz or the Stewart Island events page on Facebook
(facebook.com/stewartislandevents)
Thanks to Mona, Jon and Bugs for organising this event!

Focus on Stewart Island
an exhibition of historic and iconic photographs of Stewart Island/Rakiura
to be held in the Community Centre, Easter Weekend
The Rakiura Museum Trustees will present an
exhibition of photographs and film from the
Museum collection. Copies of the earliest
photographs on record and of scenes detailing
the development of various industries –
whaling, mutton-birding, oystering, saw-milling,
fishing, accommodation houses, ferries – famous
identities and iconic scenery will be displayed
along with explanatory detail.
As with the previous exhibition of Stewart
Island paintings, the Trustees welcome the loan
of photos from members of the public. If you
have a photo or film that could enhance the
Museum collection and this exhibition, please
ring the Museum: 03 2191 221 (mornings).
Saturday, March 30 7.30 p.m. – 9.30 p.m. Official Opening: $10.00 (adult) $5.00 (child)
Drinks and nibbles provided
Sunday, March 31 10.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m. Gold coin donation
Monday, April, 1
10.00 a.m.- 12.00 p.m.
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SIRCET Update
We have set a date and are ready to
celebrate, SIRCET turns 10 in March
this year!! We are planning an event
to thank the volunteers and supporters who have made this project happen over the last 10 years. On the 9th
March we will have a get together in
the project area for some drinks, nibbles and fun activities and a look at
what the community has achieved
with our environment. We hope to see
all our supporters, sponsors and volunteers there!
Our Sponsor a Hectare programme
has been having a summer boost with
several visitors to the island donating
as a way of showing their appreciation
for the wonderful environment they
experienced here. If you have any
friends, family or guests staying,
please mention a donation to SIRCET
as another way for them to appreciate
time spent in this wonderful place
(even when its supposed to be summer and pouring with rain!)
We have continued to be successful
with our funding applications and recently received funding from WWF‘s
Habitat Protection Fund to employ a
trapping assistant over the autumn,
funding to cover more of the development of our Weed Control Plan and
funds for more new traps. We now
have over 50 self resetting rat traps
out at Ackers, thanks to funders and
sponsors.
—Letitia McRitchie

Kayaking with the dolphins by Kate Turnbull (age 12)
Mum woke me at 8.30 in the morning on the 27/12/12 and
said ―The dolphins are swimming in Horseshoe Bay, do you
want to go out in the kayaks and see them?‖
We put on our wet suits and kayaked out as fast as we could
to the middle of Horseshoe Bay. We started to slap the water
with our feet and hands and the dolphins came right up to us
and swam all around us. It was so exciting.
We could see their markings on their bodies and they jumped
beside us and swam under our kayaks. Sometimes we
paddled really fast and they would swim just behind us in
doubles in the wee wake we made. Real cool fun!!!
The dolphins seemed so friendly and playful. They stayed in
Horseshoe Bay with us for two hours.
It was an AWESOME start to our day!!
Eat your heart out…
Artichokes are large edible thistles. Their
parts include scales, a choke, and a heart.
An artichoke is a beautiful vegetable and
considered a delicacy to many. An artichoke
is especially tasty dipped in melted butter
(what isn‘t?)
The great Chilean poet Pablo Neruda wrote
an Ode to Artichokes.
Anyway, they grow extremely well on
Stewart Island. Overwhelmingly well. Do
you like them? Never tried them but want to
give it a go? I have some to spare so get in
touch.
—Jess
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QUIZ UPDATE
from Vicki Coats
It's been a big year for a
quiz, not the least that Jack
has been working the bar
most Sunday nights, so
Team "Jack the Stripper"
has been re-named as "Mrs
Brown's Brood", in homage
to Mona aka Agnes!
I did the Cancer Society
travelling quiz in April and
May, raising nearly $11,000
with 24 venues around
Otago and Southland
battling it out.
I've started a new website, www.stewartislandquiz.co.nz, with a blog about the winners, notice
of events, where the money goes etc etc and also designed a new quiz night T-shirt!
You can get yours from the Flight Centre. Quiz is also on Pinterest: pinterest.com/quiznight
And finally this year was the biggest year ever for donations from Quiz-goers to Stewart Island
good causes! I have to say a big thank you to Helen, for as always backing me and the quiz, and
everyone else who participates when they can; it's been lovely to see some new 'regulars' and if
you would like to join in, but you're on your own, don't worry, we can find you a team! And if
your project needs a cash injection, let either myself or Helen know!
$1305 donated in 2006, $3465 donated in 2007, $5575 donated in 2008, $5955 donated in 2009,
$6975 donated in 2010 $10,039.30 donated in 2011 $12,430.70 donated in 2012
1.1.12 $550 donated to the Community Centre from New Year‘s Day Quiz
15.1.12 $520 donated to the Halfmoon Bay School for a Bass Guitar
29.1.12 $430 donated to the Community Centre for Mic Stands & Kitchen Gear
19.2.12 $920 donated to Friends of the Library for New Books
25.3.12 $150 donated to Travelling Quiz $1250 to Halfmoon Bay School Camp
20.5.12 $900 donated to Search & Rescue for a printer & whiteboards
20.5.12 $1180.70 raised for the Cancer Society Travelling Quiz Night
17.6.12 $840 donated to Halfmoon Bay School Camp
29.7.12 $1050 donated to Stewart Island Rugrats for a new computer
9.9.12 $900 donated to SIRCET for new rat traps
30.9.12 $200 Rugrats Gala Day $250 Quilting Ladies $300 Musuem
2.12.12 $600 donated to Rakiura Museum Project & $630 to Community Xmas Party
30.12.12 $560 donated to Fire Brigade, $600 donated to Community Centre, $600 donated to the Nurses
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from Raymond Hopkins: Howdy, just figured I
would send a shot of Mum, Coe Hopkins (sister
of Aunty Bid, who was married to Bill Hopkins,
brother of uncle Ernie!), and I reading your mag
up in Houhora, where Mum lives.
I always love sitting down and going through it
from front page to back, checking out for news of
the Hopkins and Dawsons of course, but also
feeling like I'm still connected.
Thanks for making it a great read, I know Mum
loves it also.
Have a stupendous 2013 all ye Rakiurians.

BOOK REVIEW from Sue Ford
―Daughter of Smoke & Bone‖ by Laini Taylor
I haven‘t given up the ―Ice & Fire‖ books, just taking a break. I have read Michael Connelly‘s ―City
of Bones‖ about the investigation of a 20-year old
murder following the discovery of a child‘s bones.
It didn‘t set out to be a thriller but a detective story, and somehow got mixed up with more sentimental themes like loyalty – or lack of it. The conclusion of the investigation was satisfying and
hardly expected, and not what you‘d call ―happy
ever after‖. Not spellbinding, but interesting.
And that‘s about all I could say too for Tess Gerritsen‘s ―Last to Die‖. The concept was good: children who lost their parents to murder, but who
are finding themselves now surviving the violent
deaths of their foster families. Clearly, it is coincidence that none of the three kids died with
their families, so does it follow that the reason for
the ―accidents‖ might have been to kill the children? And is it co-incidence that they all end up
at Evensong, a boarding school for children who
have suffered extreme trauma? Detective Jane
Rizzoli and forensic pathologist Maura Isles must
re-kindle their strained friendship and pool their
knowledge to find out. The children, however, under the leadership of Maura‘s young friend, Julian
– also at the school, start their own investigation.
It sounds like just the sort of storyline that would
appeal to me, but somehow left me feeling rather
flat and the characters quite two-dimensional.
I‘ve also made a detour into such as Jane Austen
and Charles Dickens – because Santa brought me
a Kindle for Christmas, and it was laden with
classic goodies that I couldn‘t resist. Being a bit of
a reader, I love books for their own sake as well as
for their contents, and never dreamt I would take
to an e-reader. I feel quite defensive about the
fact that I love it! But I did come up for air in time
to read Laini Taylor‘s story, and judging by the

ending, this could be the first of an ongoing series.
Karou, aged 17, lives a double life. With her blue
hair and student outlook on life, she fits in perfectly to the art-world of Prague University. What noone knows is where she disappears to when she
goes on mysterious ―errands‖. We soon find out it
could be any one of a number of places, including
Marrakesh, and from which errands Karou has
been known to return sick or hurt. She is running
these errands – collecting teeth from collectors ―in
the know‖ – for Brimstone. Brimstone is a chimaera, a strange mix of different animal-like
forms, what we might regards as monsters, as are
the other inhabitants of Brimstone‘s shop, Karou‘s
dear friends. Brimstone is like a guardian or godfather to Karou and she has grown up there from
babyhood, but still he won‘t divulge the secret of
what is behind ―the other door‖. The outer door to
the shop is a portal, and when she is being sent on
an errand, the portal will open on the place most
convenient for her to collect the teeth. Ah, yes.
The teeth! Brimstone won‘t tell her why he needs
them either. All these portals scattered throughout the human world are being marked by seraphim – beautiful angel-like creatures, and there is
obviously some ill intention behind the action. Karou comes to the notice of one angel, Akiva – and if
you think the story is complicated so far, think
again! So you have a human young woman who
can perform low-grade magic and speaks 26 languages, who has been reared by monsters and is
about to become involved with an angel. Don‘t
laugh! It sounds crazy, but it‘s an adventure story
of the old-fashioned kind, and if you can‘t suspend
belief whilst reading fiction, when can you? (Train
yourself to do this whilst reading some of the
―fairy stories‖ in our national newspapers!). I
found the style interesting, the characters delightful, and the suspense so gripping it kept me away
from my Kindle! Now that IS praise at the moment! But now, back to Dickens.
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DOC Spot Submitted by Sharon Pasco,
Programme Manager Community
Relations / Field Centre Supervisor
Happy New Year
Well the Christmas / New Year period was
certainly a bit of a mixed bag weather-wise
wasn‘t it - with sweltering hot days one
week and torrential rain the next! Visitor
Centre staff reported that many visitors
took the opportunity to escape the rain by
calling into the centre to view the displays
and watch natural history DVDs. VC staff
were also kept busy with trampers making
inquiries about the Rakiura Great Walk,
Mason Bay and North West and Southern
Circuit track and many of the huts were
full to capacity over that period. Advance
bookings for the Rakiura Track also show
the increasing popularity of this Great
Walk.
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even at extreme low tide.
While being a relatively
steep climb, the new
route, which is clearly
marked at both ends with
orange track triangles,
offers trampers a stunning panoramic view of
Mason Bay. Trampers
may still find that if they
aim for low tide, they can
pass by the bluff without
taking this detour, however can be reassured
that there is now an alternative route for the
times when strong winds
send the surf pounding
in.

Students assist with
robin release
Year 1 – 3 students from
Conditions however have been extremely
Halfmoon Bay School
challenging for trampers over the past
played a vital role in a
weeks, with widespread flooding making
transfer of Stewart Isthe Freshwater to Mason Bay and other
Halfmoon Bay school children make the trek up land robins from Ulva
backcountry tracks more of an aquato the Dancing Star property with their robins Island into the protected
jogging experience. While most of the
safely stored in portable 'kitty-karry’ containers. Dancing Star Foundation
trampers who have passed through the
preserve at Horseshoe
visitor centre have been well prepared for whatever they
Bay
just
before
Christmas.
The
students
assisted by transwill encounter, it has been disturbing to hear that hut
porting
the
robins
up
the
hill
from
Halfmoon
Bay wharf
rangers and field staff are regularly meeting ill-equipped
and
were
each
rewarded
with
the
responsibility
of releastrampers, who do not have adequate rain gear or warm
clothing, are carrying insufficient food and have absolutely ing a bird into the wild. This transfer is the first step in
the Air NZ sponsored Great Walks project to increase biono idea about the terrain they are heading into. It is also
disturbing to learn that many of these people have not told diversity values around the Rakiura Track. The second
a soul where they are going or when they will be back, so
there is no one to raise the alarm if they do not return
from their adventure.
If you are hosting visitors who may be heading out onto
the tracks, or even out in a boat on their own for just a few
hours, please encourage them to be safety conscious and
leave their intentions with a trusted friend or family member. This can easily be done by logging onto the AdventureSmart website: www.adventuresmart.org.nz To make
this even easier for visitors we have now set up a public
access computer in the RNPVC so for a very small fee they
can send and check their emails, including lodging travel
intentions with a trusted contact.
We would also encourage anyone heading out on the
tracks to call into the RNPVC to check track and weather
conditions before they depart. Visitor centre staff are in
daily contact with hut rangers at Mason Bay and on the
Rakiura Track and various field teams working around
the island, so generally have a good knowledge of the current conditions of the tracks around the island. The VC
also receives regular updates from other DOC offices in
the lower South Island, if anyone is contemplating walking tracks elsewhere.
High tide route cut
A new high tide route has been cut over the bluff at the
north end of Mason Bay beach, following reports from
trampers doing the North West Circuit in November that
they had found this section of beach walking impassable,

Keisha releases her Robin with assistance from Al.
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group of juvenile robins is due for transfer on the 17th January. If you would like to be part of this second release, or
would just like to know more about the project then please feel free to contact Al Check at DOC during office hours.
Kiwi transfer planned
Another component of the Air NZ project is to increase the presence of kiwi around the Great Walk and surrounding
township area. To date sightings from the community, a dog team tracking the Rakiura track and a survey using acoustic recorders placed around the area, have indicated that kiwi are present throughout most of the Halfmoon Bay and
Great Walk area. However there does appear to be some gaps, for example in the Ackers Point restoration site area and
one or two other less densely populated areas. To boost the existing kiwi population around Halfmoon Bay and at the
same time improve the genetic diversity of the Ulva Island population, a transfer of kiwi is proposed in February. Birds
will be moved from Ulva Island to sites around Halfmoon Bay, and then Ulva Island will be back-filled to introduce new
breeding stock into what is currently a closely-related group. Acoustic surveys undertaken on Ulva Island will provide a
clearer picture of the distribution and numbers required for this transfer. Again, if you would like to know more about
this project, or how you could be involved, please contact Al at DOC.
Successful snipe transfer
Newly released Snares Island snipe / tutukiwi are doing well in their new home on predator-free Codfish Island/Whenua
Hou after their transfer shortly before Christmas. Staff based
on Codfish are reporting regular sightings of these grounddwelling birds which are about the size of a thrush, but with a
very long beak. A total of thirty snipe were captured in handnets on the Snares Islands and transferred to Codfish by boat.
The transfer was funded by Tokyo Channel
Six who had a film
crew making a programme about penguin
behaviour around the
Snares. This is only
the second time a
transfer of snipe has
been undertaken by
Two of the snipe in their temporary aviary prior to release
DOC. The previously
transferred snipe, taken from the Snares to Putauhinu Island off Stewart Island‘s West Coast in
2005, have grown to an estimated population of over 500 birds. It is hoped that
these newly established populations brought from the subantarctic islands will
ensure the survival and genetic diversity of the species. The newly released
snipe will continue to be monitored, with DOC staff on the look-out for unbanded fledglings next summer.
Ranger Jack Turner navigating the
new high tide route at Mason Bay.

RAKIURA RIDDLE
What am I like? … Don’t get me started
I’m prickly and quite hard hearted
I’ve got no arms but I’m well armed
My thorny scales could do you harm
Don’t be scared, you won’t get stalked
(I have a stalk… but I can’t walk)
If I’m conquered you will see me
Getting all hot and steamy
Then my heart goes nice and soft
And my armour rips right off
If unvanquished I won’t doff
A purple heart — just a purple coif
Guessed my name? then say it quick
When you’re done you’ll need Heimlich

Bev Cowie has shared
some activity from the
Thule wharf on Saturday
night 5/1/13.
Jamie Adams and friend
Tyron Conner hooked
this 9-foot seven-giller
shark and with the aid of
2 ropes managed to get it
onto the wharf. The
ensuing crowd soon
arrived and visitors from
Germany staying with
me were delighted to see
a shark ‗up close and
personal‘. These boys
also pulled ashore an eel
the same night and
another night got a
barracuda.
Photo from
Susann Weismer,
Germany.
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Left: Kath
Kain outside
one of three
self-contained
luxury cabins
at her new
business
Anchorstone,
Horseshoe
Bay.
For an extra
cost a vehicle
is available for guests.

www.anchorstone.co.nz
Fanchig Guiziou (aka Francois aka Franky) has sent
this description of his proposed project

Oban to Oban
The aim of Oban to Oban is to link these two cities by
Maritime Way. The trip will be done using my network
and specialized websites to find boats (hitchhiking)
that will bring me from Scotland to New Zealand. The
different stops are not defined because of the way I‘ll
travel. But the different stops will be Cornwall, Isles of
Scilly, Britanny, Azores, west Indies, Panama, French
Polynesia, Fiji, New Caledonia and New Zealand. the
trip will approximately 14 months after has spent previously 5 months in Scotland to collect some
"memories" of the first settlers.
The project is based on four different dimensions:
- History: I want to collect memories, pics, letters,logbook. try to meet some families of actual stewart Islanders and get the more informations possible.
These souvenirs wil be put in a box and sent to Rakiura. it ll be open on my day of arrival. The items could be
given to the families themselves or Museum.
SO PEOPLE WHO KNOWS THAT THEY ARE DESCENDANTS OF THE FIRST SETTLERS CAN HELP
ME. WHO ARE THE FIRST FAMILLIES? ARE THEY
IN CONTACT WITH SCOTLAND? ANY HELP WILL
BE WELCOME.
- Promote the Maritime "savoir faire" (know-how) In
my 20 years of traveling I became friends with different
kind of seafarer. Lighthouse keeper, maritime biologist,
artist, photograph, fishermen, world sailing champion,
big waves rider, treasures hunters, pilot and more. So
with a camera and a video recorder I will try to do a
portrait of these different people. After spending few
times with them and taking pics of what they do, where
they live, I‘ll ask them different questions about their
passion for the sea, the reason why they follow this lifestyle. I‘ll ask them also what they think about our
world, his today values and ask their opinion about the
environmental issues of the ocean.

-Environmental education. In the different places I‘ll
try to meet people involved in environmental protection
or education and try to get the most information possible of the biological richness of there place and also
their opinion on the ecology in the world in general.
what need to change.
- Nautical Activities: With few pros, I‘ll film different
activities such as surf, sailing, wakahama, diving, kite
surfing, rowing, and kayaking. All this kind of stuff.
Feedback website, some footage on youtube and obviously exhibitions of pictures in, I hope, different countries. I‘ll also write a book about this adventure.
At the moment I‘m looking for sponsors that can help
me in a logistic way. I try to get on board a cargo from
Panama to New Caledonia to shoot the way of life inside a big ship. Try to find some contact that can give
me some gears for video and Obviously some funds.
Around 30000 Euros.
A few producers are already keen to help me — 2 in
France and one in England. That sounds GOOD.
But it is a massive job and each time I step forward I
realise how much has to be done. But as the project is
about solidarity I have a lot of friends that help me,
designing the project itself, translation of it, giving me
contacts. Loving it.
This project is about putting the best of my skills into a
human wise project. It is very important to do so today
cause I realized that life cannot be filled with regrets
and I don't want to live a half life. That in dedication to
my dad who passed his social skills and his love for the
sea onto me.
I want to have the memories he's losing. Dad as you
know has had dementia for years and starts to be very
sick now. But the family is around and unified. That‘s
great.
Get in touch with Fanchig via Facebook page
―Fanchig‘s Xmas Oban to Oban.‖
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STEWART ISLAND
GARDEN CIRCLE
by Jenny Gell

NANCY‘S NIP is the name Garden
Circle has given to the rhubarb wine.
Nancy along with the rest has
enjoyed the making, bottling and
tasting, and after all she did supply
the rhubarb.
The lemon wine which still has to be
named is also very drinkable.
Thanks go to Nev and Helen who
let us use their house for the making and
storing, we only had one misbehaved bottle
which popped its cork.
Everyone agrees it was a worthwhile effort,
we had a great deal of fun and the end result
wasn‘t half bad.
We are meeting at
Diana Bryant‘s at
2 0‘clock
Thursday 14th February

Kitesurfer at the Neck. Photo from Susan Fueyo

From Bev Cowie: a picture of my visitors from Germany with a kaka
who came inside and fed off their laps. He/she [how do you sex a
kaka!] mainly just took the biscuit then wandered outside to eat, but
this night they had him feeding off their laps. Johannes and Susann
were fascinated and every time he appeared on the balcony ran to get
the biscuits and set themselves up in the middle of the lounge. An
amazing nature story for them to take home.
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Parents Mary and Dale
Welcome Josh!

Thank you and farewell to Rugrats teacher Tracy!
THE EASTERN
performing at
7.30pm, 18th February
Community Centre
see page 3

ATTENTION VISITORS!
ATTENTION LOCALS!
don‘t miss

A Local’s Tail
a quirky 40 minute film
about Stewart Island

at the Bunkhouse

Retro-fit Double Glazing into Existing Homes
Professional tradesmen, friendly service

03 214-0918

Theatre

Showing Daily
Monday to Saturday
1pm, 2pm 4pm & 6pm
Sunday
1pm, 2pm & 4pm
Tickets $10

Cnr Bill Richardson Drive and Fox Street
Stewart Island News is published on a monthly basis as material permits.
Please send articles and enquiries to Jess at
PO Box 156, Stewart Island News, HMB Post Office
or to editor@stewart-island-news.com
If you wish to have Stewart Island News posted to you or a friend, please fill out
this form and forward it with a cheque made payable to ―Stewart Island News‖ to
P.O. Box 156, Stewart Island. The cost is as follows:
12 issues to an Oban address or Internet address $24
12 issues to other New Zealand address $30
12 issues to international address $54
Name of Recipient:__________________________________________________________
Address____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Advertise in the

Stewart
Island
News
This little paper ends up in
most island households and is
sent to over 150 bach owners,
former residents, and other
subscribers around the
country and the world.
Dozens of visitors see this too.
So tell all of those people
about your business!
Contact editor for rates.
editor@stewart-island-news.com

